. Phylogenetic relationship of Taï Forest hepadnavirus to other viruses of the family Hepadnaviridae. A) Maximum likelihood phylogeny constructed using the amino acid sequence of the polymerase ORF from mammalian orthohepadnaviruses; and B) the core and C) the surface protein ORFs from mammalian orthohepadnaviruses with bluegill hepatitis B virus as an outgroup. The common name of the host indicated at the branch labels, along with each virus's accession number. Sequence processing and phylogenetic analyses were performed as outlined in Figure 1 (selected models: polymerase ORF=LG+G+I+F; core ORF: JTT+G; surface ORF: AB+G+I+F). Branch support was assessed using Shimodaira-Hasegawa-like approximate likelihood ratio tests (SH-like aLRT), with branches supported by SH-like aLRT values < 0.95 and/or posterior probabilities <0.95 in the Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo tree indicated in gray. Branch lengths are representative of substitutions per site. 
